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Abstract

The spread of fake news on social media platforms has gar-
nered much public attention and apprehension. Consequently,
both the tech industry and academia alike are investing in-
creased effort to understand, detect, and curb fake news. Yet,
researchers differ in what they consider to be fake news sites.
In this paper, we first aggregate 5 lists of fake and 3 of
mainstream news sites published by experts and reputable or-
ganizations. Then, focusing on tweets about the democratic
(Hillary Clinton) and republican (Donald Trump) nominees
in the 2016 U.S. presidential election, we use each pair of fake
and traditional news lists as an independent “groundtruth” to
examine i) the prevalence, ii) temporal characteristics and iii)
the agenda-setting differences between fake and traditional
news sites. We observe that depending on the groundtruth,
the prevalence of fake news varies significantly. However,
the temporal trends and agenda-setting differences between
fake and mainstream news sites remain moderately consistent
across different groundtruth lists.

Introduction

Following the 2016 U.S. presidential election, fake news
swiftly became a topic of interest and scrutiny for political
pundits, media scholars, and the general public (Silverman
2016; Guo and Vargo 2018)—driving increased research ef-
forts on fake news. The research community has been strug-
gling to define fake news. While there is currently no con-
sensus on the topic, leading scholars advocate “... focusing
on the original sources—the publishers—rather than indi-
vidual stories, because we view the defining element of fake
news to be the intent and processes of the publisher.” (Lazer,
Baum, and others 2018). Yet, there is currently no agree-
ment on which news producers are fake news producers ei-
ther (Tandoc Jr, Lim, and Ling 2018).

Consequently, there are a number of lists with opaque
generation processes (Zimdars 2016; Guo and Vargo 2018;
Allcott and Gentzkow 2017; Van Zandt, Dave 2018; Poli-
tifact staff 2018; Shao et al. 2016) being used by studies
with important implications such as examining fake news
cascading behavior (Allcott and Gentzkow 2017; Allcott,
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Gentzkow, and Yu 2018), assessing agenda-setting powers
of fake and traditional news sites (Vargo, Guo, and Amazeen
2018; Guo and Vargo 2018; Mukerji 2018) or characteriz-
ing changes in fake news trends (Allcott, Gentzkow, and Yu
2018). How robust are these studies, particularly the ones fo-
cused on the 2016 presidential elections, with respect to the
choice of groundtruth lists that define which publishers are
producers of fake or traditional news? We set out to answer
this question through meta-analysis—a methodology used to
overcome the limitations of any single study by consolidat-
ing multiple data sources or studies that aim to address the
same research questions, and determining their similarities
and differences (Boulianne 2015).

Here, we aggregate 5 lists of fake and 3 of mainstream
news sites contributed by both the academia and other
reputable sources (Poynter Institute 2019; Zimdars 2016;
Wang 2017; White 2018; Leetaru and Schrodt 2013; Van
Zandt, Dave 2018). We first review the labeling processes
of these lists, assess their similarities and temporal changes.
We then determine how selection impacts prevalence, tem-
poral trends, and agenda-setting analysis of fake news about
the 2016 presidential nominees.

We first examine prevalence given the divergent find-
ings in recent work (Silverman 2016; Allcott and Gentzkow
2017; Bovet and Makse 2019) 1. A careful analysis of preva-
lence can also help lawmakers/platforms in better prioritiz-
ing anti-misinformation actions (Lazer, Baum, and others
2018). Next, we investigate the robustness of trend anal-
ysis since having an accurate assessment of temporal pat-
terns of fake news can assist lawmakers/platforms in eval-
uating whether their efforts to curtail fake news is success-
ful (Allcott, Gentzkow, and Yu 2018). Finally, we turn to
topic analysis. Agenda-setting theory (McCombs and Shaw
1972) postulates that the most frequently covered topics are
what the general public considers the most important. Re-
latedly, fake news sites could have led voters to re-evaluate
issue importance and nominee viability by prioritizing cer-

1For instance, Silverman (2016) suggests that fake news articles
garnered “...sometimes more than twice as many as legitimate news
scoops in major outlets”. Whereas, Allcott and Gentzkow (2017)
suggests that an average adult only saw and remembered 1.14 fake
news articles during the 2016 presidential election.
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tain topics over others (Guo and Vargo 2018). Determining
the robustness of fake news agenda-setting effects is conse-
quential to media effects research.

Our paper makes the following contributions:
• We demonstrate that existing fake news lists share very

few domains in common. Additionally, popular fake news
sites are more likely to be included (and included earlier)
than unpopular ones. Further, domains in hate, junksci,
clickbait subcategories are less likely to be included by
lists compared to domains in the fake subcategory.

• Based on the groundtruth choice, the prevalence of fake
news varies considerably (2%-to-40%). This discrepancy
is mostly due to the inclusion or exclusion of domains
with mixed factualness.

• We show that the time-series correlation between most
lists is high, especially for the general election period
where we observe an increase in fake news prevalence
regardless of groundtruth choice. Further, we also show
that scheduled events contribute to a temporary drop in
fake news prevalence. Observations for scandals are not
as robust and are dependent on selection.

• Studying the agenda-setting priority difference between
fake and traditional news sites, we observe that whether a
topic (e.g., immigration) was more central to the coverage
from fake news outlets compared to the traditional news
sites is robust to the choice of groundtruth.

• Finally, groundtruth selection of mainstream news lists
has a very limited impact on all downstream analyses.
To summarize, through meta-analysis, we characterize

what makes a domain a fake news producer to some but to
not others. We show that the use of different groundtruth
sets can account for diverging fake news prevalence find-
ings. Further, despite the varied labeling and validation pro-
cedures used and domains listed by fake news annotators,
the groundtruth selection has a limited to modest impact on
studies reporting on the behaviors of fake news sites (e.g.,
agenda-setting).

Related Work

Researchers have extensively documented the negative im-
pact fake news has on the quality of civic engagement,
healthcare, markets, and disaster management (Rapoza
2017; Marcon, Murdoch, and Caulfield 2017; Palen and
Hughes 2018), both within the United States (Silver-
man 2016; Main 2018; Starbird 2017) and internation-
ally (Kucharski 2016; Alimonti and Veridiana 2018).

Many studies aim to distinguish false content from credi-
ble news articles at scale. Prior studies have identified differ-
ences in i) linguistic patterns such as punctuation and word
choices (Potthast et al. 2017), ii) auxiliary data (Shu et al.
2017; Shu, Wang, and Liu 2018), iii) network cascading at-
tributes such as depth, breadth, and speed (Shao et al. 2017;
Allcott, Gentzkow, and Yu 2018; Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral
2018), and iv) agenda-setting priorities (Vargo, Guo, and
Amazeen 2018). These differences are then used to build
automated fake news detection platforms (Horne and Adali
2017) in an effort to curtail fake news.

However, efforts to study fake news and to diminish its
spread are difficult (Budak, Agrawal, and El Abbadi 2011),
partly because scholars do not have a consistent definition
for fake news (Tandoc Jr, Lim, and Ling 2018; Wardle
2017). For instance, Tandoc et al. identify 2 primary dimen-
sions of fake news: levels of facticity and deception. War-
dle, on the other hand, conceptualizes fake news using 3 dis-
tinct dimensions: type of content, motivation, and dissemi-
nation method. Moreover, existing fake news labelsets (Poli-
tifact staff 2018; Zimdars 2016; Van Zandt, Dave 2018;
White 2018; Leetaru and Schrodt 2013) have considerably
different annotation and categorization procedures.

We first consolidate existing groundtruth labelsets of fake
and mainstream news sites that have been generated by var-
ious groups. We then assess whether and to what extent dif-
ferences in groundtruth selection affect downstream studies.

Data

We use 3 types of data: i) lists of fake and traditional news
sites, ii) tweets about the two nominees during the 2016
U.S. presidential election, and iii) webpages, or news arti-
cles, corresponding to the URLs shared in those tweets.
Fake and Traditional News Site Lists: We collect 5 dis-
tinct fake news lists and 3 traditional news lists from both
the academia and the press (Zimdars 2016; Guo and Vargo
2018; Allcott and Gentzkow 2017; Van Zandt, Dave 2018;
Politifact staff 2018; Shao et al. 2016), resulting in 1884 ag-
gregated fake news sites and 8238 traditional news sites. We
describe and evaluate these lists in Section .
Twitter Data: The social media dataset is described in de-
tail in Bode et al. ( 2020). The data collection was performed
using Sysomos MAP - a social media search engine that in-
cludes access to all tweets (Twitter firehose) going back one
year. For any given day between May 23, 2014, and January
1, 2017, our dataset includes i.) 5,000 tweets randomly sam-
pled from all tweets that included the keyword “Trump”, and
ii) 5,000 tweets similarly sampled from all that mentioned
“Clinton”. The resulting dataset includes approximately 4.8
million tweets each about Donald Trump and Hillary Clin-
ton respectively.
Webpages (News Articles): The webpages dataset (Budak
2019) includes the content of the webpages shared in the
Twitter dataset described above. For each tweet with an ex-
ternal URL, the dataset includes a record with: i) the short-
ened URL, ii) the original URL, iii) domain name, iv) ti-
tle of the document, v) body of the document, (vi) the date
of the tweet, vii) Twitter account id of the user sharing the
URL, and viii) a binary categorization that indicates whether
this tweet is about Clinton or Trump. We remove the records
with domains not listed in the aforementioned 10K+ news
sites and filter out the tweets posted before 12/01/2015 or
after 01/01/2017. We derive approximately 244K unique ar-
ticles shared by 1M Tweets on Twitter.

Meta-review

In this section, we first examine the characteristics and ap-
plications of the available lists of fake and traditional news
websites. Then, focusing on fake news lists, we assess their
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commonalities and differences and explore the characteris-
tics of websites that are correlated with them being included
in or excluded from any given list. Finally, we explore fake
news domains’ likelihood of becoming defunct.

Lists of Fake News Sites: We collect 5 fake news lists.

1. ZDR: We refer to the set of fake news websites annotated
by Zimdars et al. (2016) as ZDR. ZDR tags each website
with at most 3 of the following 10 subcategories: fake,
satire, bias, conspiracy, rumor, state, junksci, hate, click-
bait, and unreliable 2. Among these subcategories, un-
reliable and clickbait are noted to have “mixed” factual-
ness.

2. MBFC: The set of sites labeled by Media Bias/Fact
Check–an independent online media outlet maintained by
a small team of researchers and journalists (Van Zandt,
Dave 2018)–will be referred to as MBFC. Similar to ZDR,
MBFC assigns domains to subcategories: fake, conspir-
acy, satire. Moreover, it also labels websites with political
ideology (extreme left, left, center, right, extreme right,
unlabeled) and rates websites by their factualness (low,
mixed, high).

3. POLIT: The staff of PolitiFact, in collaboration with
Facebook, identified the list of most-shared fake news
sites on Facebook during the 2016 election (Politifact
staff 2018). This list–referred to as POLIT–labels sites
to fake, imposter, some fake, or parody.

4. DDOT: This list is shared by the Daily Dot, a mainstream
online news site (White 2018). This list is largely created
by referencing other pre-existing fake news lists and does
not contain subcategories.

5. AGZ: Allcott et al. (2018) aggregated the following five
lists: POLIT, Grinberg et al. (2018), Silverman (2016),
Schaedel (2018), and Guess et al.( 2018). This list is re-
ferred to as AGZ. The subcategorization process in AGZ is
somewhat complex. For instance, POLIT subcategories
were ignored and all the domains were relabeled as fake.
However, the subcategories black, red, orange (black:
completely false, red/orange: has unreliable claims) of
Grinberg et al. (2018) were maintained. Finally, all do-
mains from other referenced lists were labeled as fake.

A synthesis of these lists reveals that 4 out of the 5 lists
share 2 common subcategories: i) a subcategory containing
domains with mixed factualness, and ii) a fake subcategory
(entirely fabricated). This consistency suggests that mixed
or fake domains are conceptually distinct from others. Thus,
studies should take this distinction into consideration.

Lists of Traditional News Sites: We consider the follow-
ing 3 traditional news lists.

1. ALEXA: Alexa is an online domain directory owned by
Amazon (Wikipedia contributors 2019). We crawl for all
the websites listed under Alexa’s News category.

2Zimdars et al. also list a small subset of domains as political,
reliable and unidentified which are not fake news sites and there-
fore removed from subsequent analyses.

2. MBFC(T): Media Bias/Fact Check also lists a large set of
traditional news sites. We refer to this list as MBFC(T).

3. VARGO: This list contains fact-based news websites com-
piled through manual content analysis of the top news
media websites found in GDELT’s global knowledge
graph (Vargo, Guo, and Amazeen 2018).

Considering fake news domain list quantities, DDOT has
the fewest with 175 domains, followed by POLIT (327) and
AGZ (673). ZDR (786) and MBFC (1183) are the largest
lists. Traditional news site list quantities are MBFC(T)
(1685), VARGO (2649) and ALEXA (5497). Table 1 pro-
vides a summary of the annotation processes and the uses
of these lists. As is evident from the second column (An-
notation and Quality), most lists do not have a transparent
annotation and quality evaluation procedure. Perhaps due to
the absence of such robust procedures, there is no consen-
sus on which of these lists should be treated as the ultimate
groundtruth. This is clear from the third column (Applica-
tions). More than 20 studies have used these lists of fake
and traditional news sites. The lists are used for various im-
portant purposes such as building automated fake news clas-
sifiers or assessing the impact of fake news on the 2016 elec-
tion. This highlights the importance of identifying similari-
ties and differences between the lists.

Thus, we conduct downstream analysis using differ-
ent groundtruth pairs ( f , t) where f ∈ {ZDR,MBFC,POLIT,
DDOT,AGZ}, and t ∈ {ALEXA,MBFC(T),VARGO}.

List Overlap: Here, we identify the overlap among the 5
fake news lists using 2 metrics. We first calculate the fraction
of websites being present in at least 2 of the 5 lists, then 3,
then 4. We observe that close to 50% of all domains are only
included in a single list. In fact, only 5.7% of the domains
are included by all fake lists. Second, we also calculate the
Jaccard similarity score (Goodall 1966) of each pair of lists.
We observe that more than half of the 15 pairs of fake news
lists have a similarity of <= 0.1. We note that MBFC and
DDOT have the lowest Jaccard similarity score of 0.08, and
AGZ and POLIT have the highest score of 0.48.

The extent of dissimilarity between the lists is surprising,
and we identify four potential measures: i) popularity, de-
fined as the number of times a URL from a given domain is
shared in the Twitter dataset, ii) age (we collect data using
whois.com, an online domain registration service), iii) sub-
category, as defined by Zimdars et al. (2016)3, and finally
vi) ideology, as defined by Media Bias/Fact Check (Van
Zandt, Dave 2018)4. The details of the regression model and
analysis are provided in the Appendix. We observe that the
popularity of a website is positively correlated with being
included in lists (though the variable is not significant for

3Zimdars et al. (2016) have the most comprehensive subcate-
gories and a coherent labeling guideline. Subcategory is unknown
if a domain is not listed by Zimdars et al. (2016).

4Ideology is unknown if the domain is not listed by Media
Bias/Fact Check (Van Zandt, Dave 2018) or if Media Bias/Fact
Check didn’t mark it with an ideological label (approximately
18.6% domains). Here we collapse MBFC’s extreme left and left
categories into single liberal class. Same for conservative.
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List Annotation and Quality Applications
DDOT no information build automated fake news trackers (Shao et al. 2016; Helmstetter and Paulheim 2018), assess agenda-

setting powers of fake and traditional news sites (Vargo, Guo, and Amazeen 2018; Guo and Vargo 2018;
Mukerji 2018)

AGZ authors aggregate lists generated by
others, and then use various combina-
tions of these list for result robustness
check

assess impact on election, examine fake news cascading behavior (Allcott and Gentzkow 2017); exam-
ining fake news trend (Allcott, Gentzkow, and Yu 2018)

MBFC annotated by staff; authors examine
wording, source, story selection, and
political affiliation

studies of the Alt-right (Main 2018), globalism (Starbird 2017), the virality of fake news (Darwish,
Magdy, and Zanouda 2017), information literacy (Farmer 2017), polarization (Croft and Moore 2017),
and information quality (Nelimarkka, Laaksonen, and Semaan 2018)

POLIT no information study the diffusion of fake news on social media (Allcott, Gentzkow, and Yu 2018), information liter-
acy (Mukerji 2018), automate fake news detection (Granskogen 2018)

ZDR annotated by scholars and librarians;
domain name, about us page, writing
style, aesthetics, and social media ac-
counts are among the examined charac-
teristics

examine network cascading behavior difference between fake and real news articles during the 2016
Election (Allcott and Gentzkow 2017; Allcott, Gentzkow, and Yu 2018), build fake news classi-
fiers (Shao et al. 2016; Horne and Adali 2017; Horne et al. 2018), assess agenda-setting powers of fake
and real news sites (Vargo, Guo, and Amazeen 2018; Guo and Vargo 2018), impact assessment (Rini
2017; Figueira and Oliveira 2017; Doshi et al. 2018), ethics and policy (Farte and Obada 2018;
Koulolias et al. 2018)

MBFC-T see MBFC see MBFC
ALEXA no information examine cascading behavior differences between fake and traditional news articles (Allcott and

Gentzkow 2017; Allcott, Gentzkow, and Yu 2018), news sharing behavior in right-leaning echo cham-
bers (Lima et al. 2018)

VARGO annotated by authors; intercoder relia-
bility of 0.988 Krippendorff’s alpha.

assess agenda-setting power of fake and real news sites (Guo and Vargo 2018; Vargo, Guo, and Amazeen
2018)

Table 1: Traditional and Fake News Lists and Their Applications. Some studies below use multiple sources.

DDOT and POLIT). Further, ideology is not predictive of
whether a domain will be included by lists except for AGZ
(conservative-leaning domains are more likely to be listed).
Finally, we observe that compared to domains subcatego-
rized as fake by ZDR, domains that belong to other subcate-
gories are uniformly less likely to be present in other lists.

Domain Addition and Removal through Time: We fur-
ther examined how the lists changed over time and found
the types of changes to be largely consistent. For the lists
we have temporal information for (MBFC, ZDR, and DDOT),
we observe the following: i) they include more popular do-
mains earlier on–adding the less popular ones later, ii.) they
include the sites that publish fake news earlier compared to
sites that publish less problematic categories such as click-
bait and bias, and iii.) interestingly, sites labeled as satirical
are added early on to the lists, perhaps due to the ease of
identification. For the regression model for temporal analy-
sis, we refer the reader to the Appendix.

Besides the addition of domains through time, we also
looked into i) domain removals and ii) domains with
changed subcategories. We observe very few to no re-
movals 5; same for changes of subcategories.

Active and Defunct Domains: Once flagged as fake news
websites, these publishers may aim to bypass fact-checking
systems by using simple tricks such as abandoning their do-
mains and migrating to new ones (Funke 2019). We observe
that 68.9% of all websites listed under POLIT are no longer
active—the highest defunct rate among all lists 6. Further,

5The exception being DDOT: in late 2016, DDOT contained 98
websites; it then removed a substantial number of sites and reduced
its size to 25 in mid-2017; its latest version has a size of 175. No
explanation was given for each change.

6We use scrapy (Mitchell 2018), a Python crawler library, to
scrape website homepages. Domains timed-out during scraping, or
returned 404 errors (Not Found), 502 (Bad Gateway), 503 (Service
Unavailable), et cetera are labeled as defunct.

AGZ and DDOT have comparable defunct rates of 64% and
62% respectively. In comparison, ZDR and MBFC have con-
siderably lower rates of 40.6% and 30.9%. Similar to the
previous section, we assess a domain’s likelihood of being
defunct as a function of its popularity, age, subcategory, and
ideology (see Appendix).

We show that older, more popular, and ideologically con-
servative or ambiguous domains are less likely to be defunct.
Further, compared to domains subcategorized by ZDR as
fake, domains with other subcategories (e.g., junksci, satire)
are less likely to be defunct. Thus, one possible explanation
that ZDR and MBFC have lower defunct rates is that both
sources include more domains that do not belong to the sub-
category fake (e.g., unreliable and conspiracy websites), and
these types of domains are targeted less frequently by fact-
checking platforms and thus have less incentive to migrate.

GroundTruth Selection and Downstream

Consequences

A meta-review of the fake news lists in the previous sec-
tion demonstrates marked differences between these lists.
How do these differences affect the downstream analysis?
We aim to answer this question in this section. To that end,
we first assess how groundtruth selection impacts the per-
ceived prevalence of fake news during the 2016 election.
Next, we measure the similarities or dissimilarities of fake
news time-series generated using different groundtruth pairs
( f , t). Finally, we determine whether there are any marked
differences in agenda-setting priorities of fake and real news
sites due to choice in groundtruth.

Prevalence

Here, we define prevalence as the fraction of tweets con-
taining URLs that are from fake news sites. We examine to
what extent groundtruth difference impacts perceived per-
vasiveness of fake news using 3 distinct boundary con-
ditions (strictness in definition) for each fake news list:
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all, all-except-mixed, and fake. More specifically, given a
groundtruth pair ( f , t), we write fall as the entire set of do-
mains in f , fmixed and f f ake as the set of domains in fall that
belong to subcategories with mixed factualness and the sub-
category fake respectively. We then calculate prevalence as

| fall |s
| fall |s+|tall |s , | fall |s−| fmixed |s

| fall |s+|tall |s , and
| f f ake|1|s

| fall |s+|tall |s where | fall |s is the
number of tweets, or shares, contributed by fall .

Results are shown in Figure 1. For the all condition, based
on ( f , t), fake news could amount to be more than 40% of
total news shares or as low as less than 3%. Further, for ro-
bustness check (details in Section ), we also redefine preva-
lence as the fraction of unique accounts that posted at least
1 fake news tweet and observe comparable results.

Additionally, if we discard all domains with mixed factu-
alness, prevalence drops substantially to between 1.3% and
20.1%. Further, the fraction of fake news are comparable for
the conditions all-except-mixed and fake except for ZDR. In
other words, domains that are low in quality but not neces-
sarily fake, (i.e. mixed), contribute to a large fraction of total
articles shared, and domains that are neither fake nor mixed
are not as popular on Twitter. To further illustrate this point,
we calculate the average number of tweet shares per domain
for each type of subcategories. We observe that mixed do-
mains have an average of 0.7K to 2.4K tweet shares, 4 to 5
times that of the average of all subcategories for each list;
in fact, mixed domains, on average, are considerably more
popular than traditional news outlets which had an average
tweet share of 0.15K to 0.66K.

Our analysis helps explain the divergent findings in the
literature. While some studies raise significant concerns
about the prevalence of fake news (Silverman 2016), oth-
ers claimed limited prevalence (Allcott, Gentzkow, and Yu
2018) 7. Here, similar to work by Grinberg et al. (2018)
which showed that the analysis on fake news exposure is
significantly dependent on whether domains of mixed factu-
alness were included, we see that drastically divergent con-
clusions can be reached even with the same Twitter data as a
function of the fake and traditional news lists and fake-ness
definitions (e.g., fake, mixed) one chooses to use. In sum,
the more comprehensive a fake news list is, the higher the
fake news prevalence.

Time-Series Analysis

In this section, we first construct a time-series represent-
ing the fraction of fake news over all available news per
day for each ( f , t) from 3 different time periods (pri-
mary, general election, and after election) accounting for
only Clinton tweets, only Trump tweets, and all tweets
(for both nominee). Specifically, for each election phase
i where i ∈ {primary,general election,a f ter election},

7More specifically, Silverman (2016) selected the top 20 highest
performing fake news stories from hundreds of known fake news
sites and demonstrated, on aggregate, they had a larger number of
tweet shares compared to the top 20 news stories selected from
the top 13 traditional news sites. In comparison, Allcott et al. (All-
cott, Gentzkow, and Yu 2018) aggregated 673 fake news sites and
showed that an average adult saw and remembered a single fake
news story.

Figure 1: Fraction of Fake News. The x-axis indicates fake
news lists. Each list is divided into subsets (marked by color)
of all, all-except-mixed (not including domains in mixed
subcategory), and fake (only domains in fake subcategory).
The shape of each point denotes mainstream news lists, and
y-axis is the fraction of tweets contain fake news.

given a groundtruth pair ( f , t) and nominee n (where n ∈
{clinton, trump,both}), we write | f |s0,n, and |t|s0,n as the to-
tal number of tweets, or shares, that mention n and contain
URLs from f or t at day 0 8. We then derive the time-series

Pi( f , t,n) = { | f |s0,n
| f |s0,n+|t|s0,n ,

| f |s1,n
| f |s1,n+|t|s1,n ...}.

Next, we then compare these time-series from 3 distinct
dimensions: i) correlation, ii) trend, and iii) effects of exter-
nal events. For example, one might be interested to know
how consistent the fake news trend is over time for dis-
cussions about Clinton (n) during the primary (i) when us-
ing (MBFC,ALEXA) or (AGZ,ALEXA) as the groundtruth pair.
For that, we can use Pprimary(MBFC,ALEXA,Clinton) and
Pprimary(AGZ,ALEXA,Clinton). Furthermore, instead of com-
paring only 2 pairs, we can compute and contrast the find-
ings for all 15 pairs to examine overall consistency of Clin-
ton conversations during the primary season.

Time-series Correlation: We calculate correlation sepa-
rately for each time period and nominee. For each n and i,
given 2 groundtruth pairs ( f 1, t1) and ( f 2, t2) where f1 �= f2
or t1 �= t2, we compute the maximum normalized cross cor-
relation coefficient and the corresponding time lag (Haugh
1976) of Pi( f1, t1,n) and Pi( f2, t2,n).

We observe that the highest correlation scores of all pair-
wise comparisons occur at 0 lag, indicating that no sin-
gle time-series is “ahead” or “behind” others. Correlation
scores are plotted in Figure 2a. Normalized coefficients
have a range between {−1,1}. As shown, correlation for
P( f1, t1,n) and P( f2, t2,n) is the highest when f1 ≡ f2 but
t1 �= t2, indicating traditional news list selection (choosing
ALEXA, MBFC(T), or VARGO) has little impact here. Fur-
ther, we also note that certain fake news lists have consid-
erably high correlation (e.g., ZDR and MBFC have correla-
tion consistently higher than 0.9). Yet, DDOT diverges sig-
nificantly from others.

We further observe that the correlation is highest for the
general election season (median correlation between the

8Here, we pick 2015-12-01, 2016-06-15, and 2016-11-09 as
day 0 for primary, general election, and after election; and 2016-
06-21, 2016-11-15, and 2017-01-01 as the last day.
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(a) Cross correlation coeffi-
cient between pairs of lists for
each time period. Circle and
triangle points are the median
coef scores when including or
excluding DDOT.

(b) Level effect of scandals and
scheduled events.

Figure 2: Time-series analysis results for correlation and ef-
fects of external events.

pairs for each nominee n are all above 0.8). Most efforts
in fake news detection were motivated by the spread of fake
news during the 2016 presidential election. This provides
one potential explanation—fact-checkers and scholars could
have had a stronger emphasis on the publishers that were ac-
tive in this time frame, resulting in higher agreement.

period nominee majority
trend

majority
frac

median β1 least.congruent

primary trump positive 0.67 0.04% DDOT, POLTI
clinton stationary 0.60 NA
both stationary,

positive
0.47 NA, 0.02%

general trump positive 1.00 0.03% NA
election clinton positive 1.00 0.09%

both positive 1.00 0.07%
after trump negative 0.67 -0.01% AGZ, POLTI
election clinton positive 0.80 0.07%

both positive 0.67 0.05%

Table 2: Fraction of Fake News Per Day Time-series Trend
Using Different GroundTruth. Column majority trend de-
notes the trend observed by a majority of pairs, column ma-
jority frac is the fraction of pairs in majority.

Trend: Similar to prior work (Allcott, Gentzkow, and Yu
2018; Lazer, Baum, and others 2018), we are also inter-
ested in assessing whether there was an increase in fake
news prevalence and to what degree findings would depend
on the choice of groundtruth pairs. Here, we first employ
seasonal decomposition using moving averages (Beveridge
and Nelson 1981) to deconstruct each time-series Pi( f , t,n)
into its components trend, seasonal, and residual. This is
to remove the seasonality and residuals from the original
time-series. Next, we apply both Augmented Dickey-Fuller
(ADF) and Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin (KPSS), 2
commonly used methods to test for stationarity (Charemza
and Syczewska 1998) on the trend component of Pi( f , t,n).
If any one of the tests show that unit root is non-stationary,

we run the linear regression model yi( f , t,n) = β0+β1 ∗T +
ε (where yi( f , t,n) contains the values from trend, and T is
the time elapsed since the start of the time-series). Here, a
positive β1 suggests a rise of fake news. Finally, we assess
whether trend analysis results for each nominee n and time
period i using all pairs ( f , t) are consistent.

Results are on Table 2. Column “majority trend” shows
the trend result shared by the largest fraction of groundtruth
pairs and column “majority frac” is the size of that frac-
tion. Additional, median β1 scores indicate the median esti-
mated percentage increase, over all congruent pairs, of fake
news per day. As shown, conclusions for the general elec-
tion are remarkably consistent: all lists pairs indicate an in-
crease in fake news. In other words, regardless of whether
groundtruth choice is (MBFC,ALEXA), (AGZ,VARGO), or any
of the other combinations, we repeatedly see a positive trend
for fake news in the general elections. Results for other elec-
tion phases are less congruent (e.g., 80% pairs show a pos-
itive trend for Clinton-related fake news after the election,
but the other 20% show stationarity or a negative trend). We
observe that DDOT and POLIT disagree the most with other
fake news lists (measured by the number of times a list di-
verges from “majority vote”) in primary, whereas it’s AGZ
and POLIT in after election.

In sum, similar to time-series correlation analysis, we see
a higher consistency for the general election period com-
pared to primary and after election. Accurate trend analysis
is vital given that it impacts platform owners and policymak-
ers’ decision-making. Facebook’s fact-checking system tar-
gets domains listed in POLIT and AGZ, and consequently
(Allcott, Gentzkow, and Yu 2018) shows significantly re-
duced content from these domains on Facebook over time.
We do not have access to Facebook data and therefore can-
not check the robustness of their curtailing efforts. Yet, we
do demonstrate that caution must be taken when examining
fake news spread outside of the general election period.

Effects of External Events: Many prior studies exam-
ined media coverage of i) unexpected political events such
as scandals (Puglisi and Snyder Jr 2011) as well as ii)
scheduled high-profile events such as the presidential de-
bates (Scheufele, Kim, and Brossard 2007). Such events are
shown to have important effects on campaign news cover-
age. Here, we examine whether these 2 distinct categories
of events have a temporary effect on the prevalence of fake
news, specifically in the general election period.

We first obtain a list of scandals and planned key events of
Trump, Clinton, or both that occurred in the general election
from ABC News and The Guardian. The list, ordered chron-
ically, includes: Republican nomination (07/18), Democrat
nomination (07/28), Clinton “deplorable” and “pneumonia”
scandals (09/09), first debate (09/26), Clinton email involv-
ing Wikileaks and Trump Hollywood tape scandals (10/07),
second debate (10/09), Clinton email scandals involving
the FBI (10/28, 11/06), and finally election day (11/08).
Here, nominations, debates, and election day are assigned
to scheduled and others to scandal.

Next, we use the autoregressive integrated moving aver-
age (ARIMA) time-series model (Stock, Watson, and oth-
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ers 2003) to run interrupted time-series analysis and iden-
tify whether scandals and scheduled events are associated
with level changes in the fraction of fake news per day for
x days where x ∈ {3,5,7}. In our paper, we use auto.arima,
a common ARIMA model selection function (Makridakis,
Wheelwright, and Hyndman 2008) from R’s forecast library.
Given a time-series, Pi( f , t,n), and a set of external regres-
sors (i.e., events), auto.arima selects the best ARIMA model
based on the corrected Akaike information criterion (AIC).
Here, we have 2 external regressors for each n. We de-
note xreg1

n,T = {0,0, ...1,1,1...} where xreg1
n,t = 1 if day t

is within x days of the nearest scandal (after it has occurred)
involving n. Similarly, we write xreg2

n,T for scheduled 9.
A positive coefficient returned by auto.arima for xreg1

n,T
would mean that scandals temporarily increase the fraction
of fake news per day. As shown in Figure 2b 10, regard-
less of the groundtruth selection, scheduled events generally
contribute to a reduction of fake news. This does not mean
planned events reduced the absolute volume of fake news.
One possible explanation is mainstream media simply cov-
ered scheduled events much more, thus | f |s

| f |s+|t|s is smaller.
Results for scandal are, however, more varied, suggesting
that groundtruth pair selection has an impact on perceived
effects of scandals. For instance, we see that scandals con-
tributed to a short-term increase in the fraction of fake news
shared per day when given groundtruth pair (ZDR,ALEXA),
but a decrease if pair is (POLIT,ALEXA). This discrepancy is
particularly important to studies that examine how scandals
and negative media coverage diminish voter turnout in the
2016 election, particularly for Clinton (Faris et al. 2017).

Agenda-setting Priorities

In this section, we first use an iterative topic modeling pro-
cess to extract issues, or topics, being covered by both fake
and traditional news sites and assign each news article to its
corresponding topic. Next, we examine whether the choice
of groundtruth pairs impacts agenda-setting conclusions.

Topic Modeling of News Articles Using Guided LDA:
We use Guided LDA for topic modeling. It is an extension
of the base LDA that allows sets of keywords to guide doc-
ument topic assignment by increasing their “confidence” or
weights (Jagarlamudi, Daumé III, and Udupa 2012).

First, we use base LDA and manual labeling to extract
seed words from news articles11. More specifically, we use
gensim (Rehurek and Sojka 2011) to generate several base
LDA models12. We then select the model which has the op-
timal coherence score13. From it, we obtain the top 30 most

9If n is both, we only use events that involve both nominees.
10Trend results for when x = 7 is omitted due to space.
11We remove stop words, lemmatize and perform stemming. Fi-

nally, we remove all articles that have <100 or >800 word tokens.
12The number of topics are {50,75,100,125,150} respectively

for the models. In addition, we set all models to ignore words and
bigrams that have a frequency of less than 100 or occur in more
than 50% of total documents.

13Coherence score for a topic is the average of the pairwise
word-similarity scores of its words (Newman et al. 2010). A

topic doc
frac

most weighted tokens f1

abortion 0.96% woman abort life plan parenthood issu punish
femal

0.87

benghazi 0.60% attack benghazi libya committe report secre-
tari secur

0.75

c-health 0.86% medic doctor releas report mental suffer pneu-
monia

0.75

climate 1.40% climat coal environment industri land admin-
istr regul

0.89

wst 0.30% speech wall street talk ask issu transcript re-
leas

0.82

d&i 0.75% commun lgbt issu equal woman discrimin anti
marriag

0.78

economy 4.4% trade job china deal compani manufactur
econom

0.79

election 20.3% sander berni primari voter percent poll voter
cruz

0.77

email 5.76% email depart investig server classifi comey sec-
retari

0.84

border 2.28% immigr border mexico wall illeg deport mexi-
can build

0.85

mid-east 3.86% muslim islam israel isi terror terrorist attack
unit syria

0.76

religion 1.14% christian evangel church faith religi leader pas-
tor pope

0.78

russia 1.81% russia russian putin intellig hack offici govern 0.76
security 1.70% iran china nuclear polici foreign deal nato se-

cur
0.78

sexual 1.93% woman accus alleg rape husband sexual claim
sexual assault

0.82

Table 3: List of Topics, Fraction of Total Documents Ac-
counted for, Most Weighted Keywords, and F1

representative words for each topic. Next, we manually in-
spect words and categorize them into coherent sets (i.e., top-
ics). Using this approach, we obtain 409 unique seed words
divided into 33 different sets. Next, we run the guided us-
ing the derived seed word sets14. We filter out the subset
of topics that lacked coherent themes and collapse topics
that share the same human-interpretable theme into a sin-
gle topic. This process results in 19 distinct topics. Finally,
we assign each document into a single topic according to the
maximum probability of its topic distribution. This topic is
later referred to as the document’s predicted topic label.

Topic Modeling Quality Assessment and Selection: For
each topic, we randomly sample 0.2% of its documents (or
10 if the size of a topic is small). This gives us 434 unique
documents. We also sample 0.2% documents from the arti-
cles not included in the 19 topics. This results in 525 doc-
uments. Finally, we shuffle and publish the 1K (434+ 525)
documents on MTurk for crowdsourced labeling15.

We assign 3 independent workers to categorize each doc-
ument16 and mark the manual topic of each article according

model’s coherence score is the sum over its topic coherence scores.
14We adjust model’s seed confidence to 0.25 and set the number

of total topics to 125. We use perplexity score (Misra, Cappé, and
Yvon 2008) to determine the optimal number of topics given that
gensim does not support coherence calculation for guided LDA.

15The success of a crowdsourcing task relies heavily on the right
mechanisms to ensure worker qualifications. We require that work-
ers: 1) reside in the U.S. 2) have successfully completed at least
1,000 HITs; and 3) have an approval rate of at least 98%.

16Workers are given a list of categories (19 topics listed in Table
3 + 1 none of the above option) to choose from and are instructed to
select a single primary category of a given article. We use Krippen-
dorff’s alpha (Hayes and Krippendorff 2007) to measure interrater
reliability. It is 0.62, which means a moderate agreement.
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Figure 3: Relative agenda priority difference between fake
and traditional news. Y-axis is fraction of fake news articles
on topic i subtracted by the fraction of traditional news arti-
cles on i. Topics colored in green indicate a higher priority
by fake news.

to the majority vote 17. Next, for each topic, we calculate its
precision, recall, and f1 scores using the manual and pre-
dicted topic labels. We filter out the topics that have an f1
score of < 0.75. This process produces 15 distinct topics
accounting for 49% of total articles. Table 3 provides this
list of topics, their names, prevalence across domains that
are listed by at least one fake or traditional news list, most
weighted keywords, and f1 score. As shown, election is the
most prevalent topic accounting for 20.3% of total news arti-
cles, followed by Clinton’s email scandal, and the economy.

Agenda-setting Priorities: Next, we assess whether
groundtruth choice affects the perceived agenda-setting dif-
ference between fake and mainstream news.

For a groundtruth pair ( f , t), we derive the following
topic distributions K( f ,t) = {k1

( f ,t),k
2
( f ,t)...k

16
( f ,t)} and L( f ,t) =

{l1
( f ,t), l

2
( f ,t)...l

16
( f ,t)} where ki

( f ,t) and li
( f ,t) are the fractions of

fake and traditional news articles on topic i respectively, and
∑16

i=1 ki
( f ,t) = 1, ∑16

i=1 li
( f ,t) = 1.

Then, for each topic i in I (where I is the entire
set of topics), and all groundtruth pairs (F,T ), we ap-
ply Student’s T-test on Ki(F,T ) and Li(F,T ) to deter-
mine whether the difference in mean is statistically sig-
nificant between these 2 distributions (here, Ki(F,T ) =
{Ki( f 1, t1),Ki( f 2, t1)...Ki( f 5, t3)}). In other words, we as-
sess whether fake news sites have published significantly
more or fewer articles (measured using normalized frac-
tions) on certain topics than traditional news sites and vice
versa. We observe a significant difference in 9 topics. For
instance, the average fraction of traditional news articles fo-
cusing on election is 22.5%, while the average is less than
15% for fake news articles. Traditional news sites are also
more concentrated on topics including economy and cli-
mate. Fake news sites, on the other hand, spend a consider-
able fraction, approximately 10%, of all articles on Clinton’s
email scandal alone, twice that of traditional news sites.
Fake news sites also place a stronger emphasis on topics
such as sexual scandals (mostly related to Bill Clinton), and
Hillary’s pneumonia and claims of early onset dementia.

17Articles that do not have a majority is labeled as unknown. We
observe 46, or 8.6% unknown documents. Note, unknown docu-
ments differ from none of the above.

Figure 4: PCA plot for topic fractional difference distribu-
tion between fake and traditional news described in Section.
Fake news lists are marked by shape.

For each pair ( f , t), we calculate the difference distri-
bution D( f ,t) = {d1

( f ,t),d
2
( f ,t)...d

9
( f ,t)} where d1

( f ,t) = k1
( f ,t) −

l1
( f ,t). We plot DI

(F,T ) in Figure 3. Notably, the data points

of DI
( f ,t) consistently stay above or below the horizontal

y = 0 line. For instance, given groundtruth (AGZ,VARGO),
13.1% and 23.6% of fake and traditional news articles cov-
ered the election. The negative difference is statistically sig-
nificant, suggesting that fake news places less priority on the
horse-race coverage compared to traditional news. Further,
the negative difference persists for all pairs ( f , t). Similarly,
for all pairs ( f , t), we consistently see a higher fraction cov-
erage of Clinton’s email scandal by fake news outlets. In
other words, the assessment as to whether a topic was more
central to the coverage of fake vs. traditional news outlets
is robust to the choice of groundtruth pairs. This is good
news for studies that are focused on misinformation pub-
lishers’ agenda-setting functions (Vargo, Guo, and Amazeen
2018): fake news domains commonly prioritize hyperpolar-
izing and hyperpartisan issues, and including more or fewer
domains in a study is unlikely to change the overall results.

Groundtruth Difference Using Factor Analysis: Here,
we provide an analysis of how topics contribute to the vari-
ance in agenda-setting across groundtruth pairs. We apply
PCA (Wold, Esbensen, and Geladi 1987) on DS

F,T and extract
the first 2 principal components (the first and second compo-
nent explains 68% and 23% of the total variance). The result-
ing biplot is shown in Figure 4. We see that MBFC, ZDR, and
AGZ are more similar in their topic distributions. In compari-
son, fake sites in POLIT have a higher fraction of articles on
election. One possible explanation is that this list is specifi-
cally created to reduce election-related fake news (Politifact
staff 2018). Additionally, we also see that fake news sites in
DDOT have a higher priority for scandals and controversial
issues including benghazi and sexual, perhaps due to Daily
Dot being a social news site focused on fake news sites that
wrote entertaining false content.

Robustness Checks

In this section, we conduct additional analysis to ensure
that our results on the prevalence, temporal attributes,
and agenda-setting priorities of fake news with respect to
groundtruth choice are robust.
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Fake News Characteristics Measured Using User Partic-
ipation: Thus far, we have approximated prevalence using
the number of tweets. Yet, it’s possible to have a few exceed-
ingly active and concentrated accounts post a large amount
of tweets containing fake news without gaining traction in
the general population (Grinberg et al. 2018). Here, we re-
examine fake news characteristics using the number of users.
We observe comparable results.

First, we redefine prevalence as the fraction of accounts
that posted at least 1 tweet containing fake news and observe
that, depending on the groundtruth choice, the prevalence of
fake news ranges from 3.9% to 55.7% (compared to from
1.3% to 43.7% when measured using tweets).

Focusing on temporal patterns, we again see a consistent
positive trend on the fraction of users who shared fake news
during the general election period. That is, regardless of
groundtruth choice, we observe that the closer the time was
to the general election date, the higher the fraction of users
who shared fake news. Further, scheduled events are consis-
tently associated with a short-term decrease in the fraction
of users who shared fake news, whereas results for scandals
are dependent on groundtruth choice (e.g., scandals are cor-
related with a short-term decrease in fake news when the
groundtruth pair is (AGZ,ALEXA), but a short-term increase
if pair is (MBFC,ALEXA)). These observations are compara-
ble to prior results obtained using tweets.

Finally, agenda-setting priority differences between fake
and traditional news media measured by user participation
(i.e., defining priority as how many unique accounts posted
about a given topic versus how many tweets were posted
about that topic) result in comparable conclusions. We ob-
serve that, for all combinations of f and t, topics including
email, mid-east, and sexual have the highest priority in fake
news, whereas climate, economy, and election have the high-
est priority in traditional news. In sum, we arrive at simi-
lar results when conducting analysis using user participation
compared to when using tweets.

Addressing Potential Biases in Keywords-based Data
Collection Another concern lies with data incompleteness
leading to biased observations. Thus far, we only use key-
words “trump” and “clinton” to collect tweets concerning
each of the two presidential nominees respectively. There-
fore, a tweet about Hillary Clinton that only includes the
first name “hillary” is absent from our original data. Here,
we expand our dataset to include the 2 additional random
sample of tweets that contain the keywords “hillary” and
“hillary clinton” respectively–collected using the Sysomos
MAP pipeline (see “Data” section). We then repeat our
prior analysis. While the additional data increases the to-
tal number of tweets for Clinton to 13.3M, 2.8 times the
size of the original dataset, downstream results generally re-
main the same. For instance, fake news prevalence ranges
from 2.2% to 47.7% when using the expanded dataset—
similar to the range of 1.3% to 43.7% when using the
original dataset. Further, time-series generated using the 2
datasets are also highly correlated (e.g., the median normal-
ized cross-correlation for the time-series on Clinton is 0.94).
In fact, the expanded dataset only resulted in 306 additional

number of unique articles (a mere 0.13% increase from the
total 244K).

Overall, the results suggest that our analysis are robust.
However, we note that our dataset and assessments remain
only focused on the two 2016 presidential nominees. Our
data do not include other related subjects, or personalities,
such as political parties and congressional candidates, and
the study of these subjects is outside the scope of this paper.

Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper, we first provided a comprehensive overview
of the publicly available lists of fake and traditional news
sites. We showed that these lists have divergent labeling
processes and very few domains in common. In addition,
we illustrated that the perceived prevalence of fake news
varies substantially based on groundtruth choice. Despite
these initially discouraging results, we were able to reach
several important robust conclusions. We noted an increase
in fake news during the general election season regardless
of the groundtruth selection and a temporary reduction of
fake news due to scheduled events (conclusions for scandals
were more mixed). Finally, after an iterative topic model-
ing process, we showed that agenda-setting priority differ-
ences between fake and mainstream news sites are relatively
robust to the groundtruth pair choice. Overall, our results
suggest groundtruth selection has a sizable impact on preva-
lence analysis and limited impact on downstream analysis in
i) temporal characteristics, and ii) agenda-setting priorities.

There are several caveats to our study. First, our analy-
sis of groundtruth difference and its impact is limited to
domain-level labels. There are more granular datasets that
annotate content at article–or even sentence–level. Second,
while the focus of our meta-analysis—prevalence, tempo-
ral characteristics, and agenda-setting priorities—asks im-
portant research questions, future work should also review
existing literature on similarly significant issues, such as
fake news exposure in different demographics (Grinberg et
al. 2018) or supervised fake news detection (Shao et al.
2016), identify similarities and potentially contradictory re-
sults, and determine whether groundtruth choice contributes
to the observed differences (e.g., how groundtruth affect the
performance of automated fake news classifiers).

Third, our dataset and analysis are only focused on the
subset of fake news surroundings the two presidential nomi-
nees in the 2016 presidential election. Future work should
address how the study of fake news in other fields (e.g.,
misinformation concerning vaccination) could also be po-
tentially impacted by groundtruth choice.

Where do we go from here? How can we make progress as
a research community despite the lack of agreement between
fake news lists and domains with potential to be considered
fake? Our findings can be leveraged to provide guidance.

Guidance on List Expansion and Maintenance for List
Creators: Both fake news websites and groundtruth labels
are indeed changing through time. List creators should in-
clude methods that track and evaluate these changes.

For efficient and timely list expansion, one key road-
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

(DDOT) (POLIT) (AGZ) (MBFC) (ZDR) (ZDR) (MBFC) (defunct)

independent variables
ideology conservative −0.007 0.049 0.125∗ 0.006 0.124∗∗ 0.033 −0.130∗
ideology unknown −0.006 0.027 0.170∗∗ 0.126 0.064 −0.066 −0.142∗∗
subtype bias −0.664∗∗∗ −0.480∗∗∗ −0.375∗∗∗ 0.008 0.094∗∗ −0.229∗∗∗
subtype clickbait −0.677∗∗∗ −0.462∗∗∗ −0.373∗∗∗ −0.128∗ 0.124∗ −0.150∗
subtype conspiracy −0.686∗∗∗ −0.442∗∗∗ −0.370∗∗∗ 0.021 −0.047 −0.001 −0.219∗∗∗
subtype hate −0.703∗∗∗ −0.452∗∗∗ −0.348∗∗∗ −0.251∗∗∗ 0.172∗∗ −0.034
subtype junksci −0.705∗∗∗ −0.460∗∗∗ −0.388∗∗∗ 0.055 −0.032 −0.297∗∗∗
subtype rumor −0.704∗∗∗ −0.420∗∗∗ −0.408∗∗∗ −0.148 0.012 −0.058
subtype satire −0.704∗∗∗ −0.345∗∗∗ −0.284∗∗∗ 0.047 −0.136∗∗∗ −0.115∗ −0.271∗∗∗
subtype unknown −0.703∗∗∗ −0.412∗∗∗ −0.268∗∗∗ 0.295∗∗∗ −0.186∗∗∗
subtype unreliable −0.703∗∗∗ −0.512∗∗∗ −0.511∗∗∗ −0.178∗∗∗ 0.068 −0.205∗∗∗
popularity −0.0004 −0.002 0.023∗∗∗ 0.048∗∗∗ 0.042∗∗∗ −0.018∗∗∗ −0.046∗∗∗ −0.021∗∗∗
age in year −0.0001 −0.009∗∗∗ −0.024∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗ −0.003 0.001 0.005∗ −0.021∗∗∗

Observations 1,644 1,644 1,644 1,644 1,644 695 724 1,644
p-value 0.62 0.21 0.18 0.17 0.053 0.057 0.067 0.173

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 4: Model 1 assesses a domain’s likelihood of being listed by a source (DDOT,POLIT,AGZ,MBFC,ZDR) given its i) ideology,
ii) subcategory, iii) age, and iv) popularity. Model 2 examines characteristics that contribute to a domain’s time of inclusion in
sources ZDR and MBFC. Model 3 analyzes attributes correlated with the likelihood of a domain being defunct.

block is the amount of manual labor required18. List creators
can reduce workload by using supervised machine learn-
ing models to classify unlabeled news domains into fake or
mainstream provided that potential model biases are exam-
ined and understood 19.

Second, for list maintenance, we urge researchers to un-
dertake the following tasks. First, it’s valuable to i) doc-
ument the exact timestamp when a domain is added, re-
moved, updated (e.g., change of subcategory), or defunct in
the list. Further, if a change is unusual (e.g., subcategory
modification), creators should also ii) underline reasons for
the change. Next, if the annotation process is updated (e.g.,
ZDR introduced more subcategories as the list expands), it’s
also integral to iii) keep both the initial and updated proce-
dures separate, highlight the differences, and note the time
of change. These tasks not only generate useful metadata
that is required by various studies, they also make the main-
tenance process much more transparent, which can enhance
the list’s credibility and help researchers identify potential
discrepancies or errors early on.

Lastly, given that top fake news stories in 2016 ostensibly
target white, older conservative men and favor Trump over
Clinton (Grinberg et al. 2018; Allcott and Gentzkow 2017),

18For instance, for MBFC, unaffiliated individuals first sub-
mit questionable websites which automatically go into pend-
ing status, then the staff will review each pending domain and
reach a decision using existing annotation procedure. Given that
mediabiasfactcheck.com currently has a backlog of 500+ domains
in pending, it suffices to say that the process is painstakingly slow.

19For instance, creators can assess whether a model is biased
against domains’ i) ideology-leaning, ii) popularity, iii) age and iv)
subcategory. Biases in a model may not automatically disqualify
it from being employed, but documenting these biases can help
future scholars using these lists and models better conceptualize
how potential limitations may impact the validity of their studies.

we posit that the ideological-leaning of fake news sites will
be undoubtedly valuable to future work in this field, and pro-
pose that creators also include the meta-data and the relevant
annotation process in the lists.

Guidance on Groundtruth Selection for List Users:
First, researchers need to consider whether an analysis is di-
rectly affected by list size, as in the case of prevalence. Other
types of analysis that depend on the nature of the fake news
domain (as opposed to counts) are more robust to the choice
(e.g., temporal and topical analysis).

The second consideration relates to which lists one should
use for evaluation. We first observe that the choice of tradi-
tional news lists seems to not matter, thus reducing the effort
to carry out research. Second, we also see consistent cluster-
ing of fake news lists across different analyses and we rec-
ommend selecting a list from each cluster. MBFC, AGZ, and
ZDR are commonly clustered together (e.g., topic analysis
latent space and prevalence). POLIT and DDOT are rather
distinct from the rest. By selecting a list from each (e.g.,
MBFC and POLIT), researchers can determine informative
bounds on their analyses. Finally, if the findings diverge, ex-
panding the set of lists used as a function of (i) annotation
and quality measure described in the meta-analysis and (ii)
list clustering, i.e., considering the next most distinct list,
can help explore this data space systematically.
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Appendix
Regression Model for Domain Inclusion For a given
domain i that’s listed by at least one f where f ∈
{ZDR,MBFC,AGZ,DDOT,POLIT}, let the binary variable yi,s =
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{0,1} denote whether domain i exists in the list of fake news
sites f . We fit model for each f using ideology, subcategory,
popularity, and age as the explanatory variables.

y f = β0 +β1ideology+β2subtype+β3 popularity+β4age+ εi

Results are summarized on Table 4 (Model 1).

Regression Model for the Time of Addition We first use
web.archive.org and authors’ websites to obtain 3 times-
tamped snapshots 20 of ZDR, MBFC, and DDOT. Let i be a
website that was added to ZDR in one of its 3 snapshots and
remained on the list thereafter, we determine i’s preferred
ideology, subcategory, popularity, and age. Let the variable
yi,zdr = {0,1,2} denote whether domain i was added in the
1st, 2nd, or 3rd version of ZDR, we fit the following:

yzdr = β0 +β1ideology+β2subtype+β3 popularity+β4age+ εi

We repeat the same procedure for DDOT and MBFC. Regres-
sion results are summarized on Table 4 (Model 2) 21.

Regression Model for Active and Defunct Domains For
a given domain i that’s listed by at least one f where f ∈
{ZDR,MBFC,AGZ,DDOT,POLIT}, let the binary variable yi,s =
{0,1} denote whether domain i is defunct (i.e. y = 1 when i
is no longer active). We fit model:

y f = β0 +β1ideology+β2subtype+β3 popularity+β4age+ εi

Results are summarized on Table 4 (Model 3).
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